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There are calls for better consumer protection after Hostplus' "balanced"

superannuation fund was exposed by the regulator as being heavily weighted toas being heavily weighted toas being heavily weighted toas being heavily weighted toas being heavily weighted to

risky assets.risky assets.risky assets.risky assets.risky assets.

The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority's heat mapAustralian Prudential Regulation Authority's heat mapAustralian Prudential Regulation Authority's heat mapAustralian Prudential Regulation Authority's heat mapAustralian Prudential Regulation Authority's heat map assesses Hostplus'

flagship MySuper product as having a whopping 93 per cent allocation to growth

assets.

This enables the $43 billion industry fund for hospitality workers to top the league

tables given it is up against funds with growth asset allocations of between 60 to 80

per cent, although Hostplus insists the 93 per cent figure is "misleading".
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Chris Brycki, the chief executive of online investment business Stockspot, is among

those who have long accused Hostplus and others of misclassifying assets to game

the system.

He has called for tighter controls on how funds use terms like "balanced", "growth"

and "conservative" to help protect consumers.

"What APRA has pointed out is that for anybody to assess super properly, you can't

just look at absolute returns because the funds are inconsistent and often

misleading in how they categorise the risk of unlisted assets," Mr Brycki said.

"And the ratings agencies just swallow whatever the funds tell them."

However, Hostplus chief executive David Elia said the problem was not about the

classification of growth versus defensive assets, but that APRA had assumed –

incorrectly – that all of the fund's assets were listed.

“Previously, if a certain asset allocation had a mix of listed and unlisted assets

Hostplus would report this asset allocation as ‘not applicable’ as they wouldn’t fall
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directly into a black or white classification of listed or unlisted," he said.

"This has historically not been an issue as there was no material impact to these

classifications.

“However, with the release of the heat map APRA is now classifying any ‘not

applicable’ categories as 100 per cent listed and therefore misrepresenting

Hostplus’ strategic asset allocation.

“APRA did not consult the industry funds on this approach and Hostplus was not

given the opportunity to correct its reporting in line with APRA’s new approach.”

The statement acknowledges fault on Hostplus' part in that it had incorrectly

reported its credit allocation as "other" rather than "fixed income".

“Hostplus is working with APRA to work through these issues and will be changing

its reporting accordingly," Mr Elia said.
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Heat map results

Hostplus has 1 million members and is jointly controlled by the United Workers

Union and Australian Hotels Association. As Hostplus notes, it topped the five-year

net investment return results on APRA's heat map at 9.65 per cent.

But on risk-adjusted returns, Hostplus did not manage to outperform APRA's

"simple reference portfolio" by as much as the fund for Goldman Sachs employers,

the motor trades industry association or a South Australian industry fund.

Assets can be classified as either defensive or growth. Shares and property are

examples of growth assets, while cash and bonds are traditionally defensive assets.

Growth assets bring higher rewards because they carry higher risk over the longer

term.

The most contentious assets to classify are unlisted property and unlisted

infrastructure.

As part of the heat map process, APRA has determined that unlisted property and

infrastructure are 75 per cent growth and 25 per cent defensive. Many industry

funds use a 50-50 split, which means they appear to have moved up the risk curve.
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